Geneva, June 1st – July 23rd 2021

Under the auspices of The Fondation Braillard Architectes and its partners launch the second edition of the Transition Workshop in Geneva - Switzerland, the world’s leading hub for climate change experts and home to major international organizations.

THE PROGRAM OFFERS
• to Master’s students: a concise introduction to the issues and dimensions of ecological transition by design.
• to Ph.D. students: a cross-disciplinary overview to data and tools for the analysis of climate emergencies in the built environment.
• to professionals: new tools for the design of the ecological transition at all scales.
• to city officials: prospective and evaluations toolkits for zero carbon cities.
• 8 ECTS will be granted for students and professionals in continuing education.

AGENDA
• April 15th: deadline applications
• May 4th: announce of selected candidates
• June 1st to July 9th: courses and seminars
• July 12th to 23rd: on-site workshop

INFORMATION SESSION
Online meeting with former participants and team. Thursday, March 18th | 3-5 pm CET

SIGN-UP HERE

** On-line.
** On-site or on-line, according to the sanitary governmental measures.

The Fondation Braillard Architectes and its partners launch the second edition of the Transition Workshop in Geneva - Switzerland, the world’s leading hub for climate change experts and home to major international organizations.

APPREHEND THE ECOLOGICAL TRANSITION in situ, within an interdisciplinary workframe

DESIGN WITH EXPERTS AND STAKEHOLDERS for sustainable communities

JOIN OUR COLLABORATIVE PLATFORM to boost your local initiatives

THE ECO-CENTURY PROJECT

2021 TRANSITION WORKSHOP
Roadmaps for resilient decarbonizing cities

INFOS & CONTACT
www.braillard.ch/transitionworkshop  transitionworkshop@braillard.ch